
Nations most intermodal ports  with access to all six class 1 railroads, 14500 miles of 
inland waterways, and the interstate highway system. 

Port of New Orleans BMP Standards for New Storm Drain Grates: Must maintain 

current weight loading standards.

Must allow for adequate flow of stormwater.

Hole size must be smaller than 2” square; 1.25” width maximum if rectangular 

slots.

• 10 cubic yard dumpster with 4x8 foot (Facility Services)
• Location approved by terminal operators
• Location considers employee safety and convenience

Not just measurable – VISIBLE Matters

Facetime matters – and involve new and unlikely partners, like Global Maritime 
Ministries etc.
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We are not an energy port – but many of our biggest imports and exports are part of 
the energy supply chain – steel, plastics, crude oil, fracking sands. 



We are in the middle of a master planning exercise – enviornmental issues are not at 
the forefront for us from an energy commodity standpoitn, but we anticipate more of 
an interest going forward from enviornmental communities and EJ interests…



Total trash as of 7-22-16 is 8,228 pounds
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Million of people live near ports and rail yards, including a disproportionate number 
of low-income households, African-Americans, and Hispanics
Trade is growing, and port expansion projects are underway.
Emission reduction technologies and strategies have been slow in implementation

NON-ATTAINMENT IS JUST ONE INDICATOR OF AIR QUALITY AND IMPACTS

• Based on GIS data, approximately 40% of “Principal Ports” 
were located in or near current nonattainment or 
maintenance areas (see Figure below). 

• However, nearby community and worker exposure to 
diesel emissions can occur at all ports. 

The map was based on a comparison of GIS data on the Army Corps of Engineer’s 
2014 list of 150 “Principal Ports” and EPA’s latest NAAQS designations. 
Nonattainment and maintenance area maps reflect the latest EPA NAAAQS for all 
pollutants
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The MSTRS Ports Workgroup includes representatives from marine 
shippers, ports, terminal operators, beneficial cargo owners, technology 
experts, rail, trucking, environmental groups, state environmental 
agencies, tribal representation, and community groups.  

In addition we have included other federal agencies (MARAD and CMTS) 
and internal EPA offices (OW and OEJ) plus the regions. Region 2 as sub-
lead for mobile sources is coordinating regional engagement with MSTRS.
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While we realize that EPA will need to consider a number of factors 
before finalizing a name, we did develop one to use for the purposes of 
this study – it is PACE:

Port Action for a Clean Environment (or Port Action for Communities and 
Environment) 
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Set goals to work collaboratively with a specified number of ports in a given 
timeframe (e.g., 20 ports by 2020)

Establish a voluntary registry of goals and progress
Publish results

Roadmap to be developed an kept current 
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The Workgroup report is essentially unchanged from the report submitted to MSTRS. 
A few very minor edits have been made to correct typos, and also:
• Sec. 3.2 add example on electrification: “For example, EPA should work with port 

operators and energy companies to evaluate potential emission reduction 
opportunities through port electrification.”

• Sec. 6.4 add other settlement sources (such as VW funds): “EPA should encourage 
the use of Supplemental Environmental Projects and other legal settlements to 
fund port emission reductions.” 

Based on CAAAC comments we will also:
• Review the report to clarify references to “ozone” vs. “ozone precursors”, as 

needed, in response to the CAAAC member comment on yesterday’s call.
• Add an addendum to the report with the MSTRS cover letter and any substantive 

comments by CAAAC members received in writing by September 14th.
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